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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we give a classification for mappings of the form 
f (x ,y )=(x+u(p(x ,y ) ) ,y+v(q(x ,y ) ) ) ,  u, vCC[t], p, qEC[x,y], 
i.e., mappings with a composite part, that satisfy the Jacobian hypothesis. This is done for those 
mappings for which a certain "no cancellation" argument can be applied. 
The proof is rather technical, and strangely it relies on the study of the rational solutions of the so- 
called Burger's equation with no viscosity. This is a nonlinear scalar hyperbolic PDE that modelizes 
the behavior of gas with no viscosity. Originally, it served for street raffic model. 
geywords - -Loca l  structure of maps: etale, Automorphisms, Hyperbolic PDEs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the Jacobian conjecture holds true once it is known to be true for mappings 
of the form 
F = X1 + aj l  , . . . ,  Xn  + ajn , 
see [1-Sl. 
In two dimensions, it is very easy to give a classification of all the mappings of the form 
](x,  y) = (~ + (~x + Zy)n, y + (~ + ~y)m), 
i.e., mappings  with an n, m-l inear part,  that  have a constant Jacobian. The e lementary  proof  
relies on a sort of "no cancel lat ion" argument as indicated in Section 2. The purpose of the paper  
is to give such a classif ication for all the mappings of the form 
f (~, y) = (~ + u(p(x, y)), y + v(q(x, y))), ~, v e c[t], p, q e c[x,  y], 
i.e., mappings  with a composite part,  that  satisfy the Jacobian hypothesis.  This is done in 
Section 3, but  only for those mappings for which the "no cancel lat ion" argument can be appl ied. 
The proof  is rather  technical, but  strangely it relies on the s tudy of the rat ional  solut ions of 
the so-called Burger 's  equation with no viscosity. This PDE modelizes the behavior of gas [6]. 
The lemma that  character izes these rat ional  solutions is presented in Section 4. 
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The other ingredient in the proof is the well-known representation f two algebraically depen- 
dent polynomials in two variables in terms of an appropriate basic (i.e., noncomposite) poly- 
nomial [7-9]. 
2. MAPP INGS WITH AN n,m-LINEAR PART 
It is well known that the Jacobian conjecture is true if it holds true in all dimensions for 
mappings of the form 
( (z F= X~ + a~xX~ , . . . ,X~ + a~X~ , 
see [1-51. 
In this section, we observe that the conjecture holds for mappings in dimension 2 with an 
n, m-linear part. More precisely, let f (x,  y) = (x + (ax + ~y)n, y + (Tx + ~fy) m) satisfy det J f  (x, y) 
= 1 ,m,n  > 2, then either n # m and f is elementary or n = m and f has the form 
f (x,  y) = (x -4- b(ax + by) n, y - a(ax + by)n), 
and in particular f is an automorphism of C[x, y]. 
The proof is elementary. It utilizes the fact that 
1 - detJl(x,y ) = 1 + na(ax + f~y)n-1 + m6(7 x + ~y)m-1 
+ (~ -/37)nm(az + Zy)"-l(Tz + @)m-~, 
so that this polynomial (which is constant) is represented as a sum of homogeneous polynomials 
of different degrees, so that no cancellations are possible among them. This forces a6 - f~7 = 0, 
and in the case n = m also, a (ax  + f~y)n-1 + ~f(7 x + @),~-1 = 0. From here, the conclusion 
follows easily. 
In the next section, we will generalize this observation, using as a starting point the same "no 
cancellation" argument. 
3. MAPP INGS WITH A COMPOSITE PART 
THEOREM 1. Let p(x,y),q(x,y) E C[x,y] and let u(t),v(t) E C[t] satisfy the following condi- 
tions: 
(i) (degu - 1) degp + 1 > degq, 
(ii) (degv - 1)degq + 1 > degp, 
(iii) det J l (x ,y  ) = 1, where ](x,y) = (x + u(p(x,y)),y + v(q(x,y))). 
Then, 
l (x,  y) = (x + bR(ax + by + c) + ~, y - aR(ax + by + c) + ~), 
for some a, b, c, a, ~ e C, and R(t) e C[t]. In particular, ] is an automorphism of C[x, y]. 
Mappings of the form in the assumption (iii) are said to have a composite nonlinear part. 
The assumptions (i) and (ii) are combinatorial ssumptions that imply the "no cancellation" 
argument that we utilize in the proof of the theorem. 
Strangely, the proof relies on the study of the solutions of a certain PDE known in the lit- 
erature as Burger's equation with viscosity 0. This equation modelizes the behavior of gas in 
mathematical physics. 
We will be interested in the rational solutions of this equation. This will be summarized in the 
lemma in the last section. 
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PROOF.  
1 - det Jr(x, y) = 1 + pxu'(p) + qyvt(q) + ut(p)v'(q)(pzq~ -p~qx), 
deg(pxu'(p)) <_ (deg p -  1) + (deg u -  1)deg p = deg u deg p -  1, 
deg(qyv'(q)) <_ degvdegq - 1, 
= -oo ,  if Pxqu - P~qx - O, 
deg(u'(p)v'(q)(pxqu - p~q~)) > (degu - 1) degp + (degv - 1) degq, otherwise. 
By (i),(ii), 
(degu - 1) degp + (degv - 1) degq > max (deg u degp - 1, degv degq - 1). 
Hence, ~ --- 0 and by [7], p and q are algebraically dependent. Hence, there exists a basic (i.e., 
noncomposite) g(x, y) E C[x, y] and there are r(t), s(t) E C[t] such that  p = r(g), q = s(g) [8,9]. 
Let us denote R(t) = u(r(t)),S(t) = v(s(t)), then 
f (x,  y) = (x ÷ n(g(x, y)), y + S(g(x, y))), 
where g(x, y) E C[x, y] is basic and R(t), S(t) E C[t]. Also 
1 -- det Jr(x, y) = 1 -t- g~R'(g) + gyS'(g). 
Hence, 
g~n'(g) + 9vS ' (g )  - 0. (1) 
We distinguish between the following two cases. 
CASE 1. degg -- 1. I f  gx -- 0 (or gy _-- 0), then Sl(g) =- O, so S(t) -- Const. and f is e lementary 
(or R(t) = Const. and f is elementary).  Otherwise, g(x, y) = ax -t- by ÷ c with ab ~ 0 and by 1 
R(t) = S(t)b/a + a, so that  
f (x ,y )= X-aS(ax+by+c)  +a 'y+S(ax+by+c)  
has the desired form. f (x,  y) is an automorphism because it is injective. 
CASE 2. degg > 1. In this case, max(deggx, deggv) _> 1, so that  we can assume that  gx/g~ is 
not a constant. (If it is, then gx -= 0, say, and 1 implies S'(g) =_ O, so f (x,  y) -- (x+R(g(y)),  y+a)  
is elementary.) By 1 gx/gy = -S'(g)/R'(g) = F(g), where F(t) E C(t). We denote a(x,y) = 
gx(x,y)/gy(x,y) E C(x,y) and we have ax = F'(g)gx,au = F'(g)gu. So ax/ay = gx/g~ or 
ax = aa~. By the lemma in the next section, there are constants a,  ~, 7 E C, so that  a(x, y) = 
( -ay  + ~)/ (ax + 7). Thus, we have g~ = g~(-ay + j3)/(ax + 7), and hence, olx + 7 I gu and 
-ay  + f~ I g~ and so there are h(x, y), H(x, y) such that  gx = ( -ay  + ~)H~, gu = (ax + ~/)hy. 
Hence, there are re(t), n(t) E C[t] such that  
g(x, y) -- ( -ay  ÷ f~)H(x, y) -t- re(y), 
9(x, y) = (ax + 7)h(x, y) + n(z). 
Let us assume that  a ~ 0. Then n(-~//a) = ( -ay  + ~)H( -7 /a  , y) + m(y). Hence, we may 
assume re(y) - m, a constant. Similarly, n(x) - n, a constant. So 
g(x, y) = (ax + ~/)(-ay + j3)H(z, y) + Const. 
We subst i tute that  into gx/gu = ( -ay  + ~)/ (ax + 7). The result is (a l l  + (~x + 7)Hx) / ( -aH + 
( -ay+~)H u - 1, which is impossible. This forces a = 0. Hence, gx/gu = ]3/7, a constant which 
again is not possible. Thus, Case 2 is impossible and the assertion follows. I 
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4. RAT IONAL SOLUTIONS OF THE BURGER'S  EQUATION 
The following lemma is probably known. Nevertheless, we state it and indicate a proof. 
LEMMA 1. Consider the PDE ax(x, y) = a(x, y)a~(x, y). Then the set of edl the rationed solutions 
of that equation is: 
PROOF. By the PDE, we have a(x,y) = exp( fay(x ,y)dx) .  For a(x,y) to be rational, we must 
have 
cA(y) 
a~(x,y) = (A(y)x + b(y))' A(y), B(y) • C[y], c • C. (2) 
Thus, a(x,y) = K(y)(A(y)x + B(y)) c, where K(y) • C(y) and so c • Z. Plugging that into two 
gives 
cK(y)(A(y)x + B(y)) c (A'(y)x + B'(y)) + K'(y)(A(y)x + B(y)) c+1 = cA(y). 
But the right-hand side is independent of x and so: 
(c + 1)A(y) (cg(y)A'(y) + g'(y)A(y))  - O, 
c2K(y)A(y)B'(y) + (cK(y)A'(y) + (c + 1)K'(y)A(y)) B'(y) -- O. 
There are three cases to consider according to the three factors of the first equation. 
CASE 1. 
cK(y)A'(y) + K'(y)A(y) =_ O. 
Then, cA(y)(cK(y)B'(y) + g'(y)B(y))  -- O. If c - 0, then a(x,y) = k(y), so ax --- a~ = 
0 and a(x,y) - Const. If A(y) =_ O, then a(x,y) = k(y)B(y) c, and so a(x,y) =_ Const. If 
cg(y)B'(y)  + g ' (y)B(y)  - O, then g(y)  = kA(y)-C,A(y) = klB(y), so a(x, y) = k(x + 1/kl) c, 
and again a(x, y) - Const. 
CASE 2. 
Then a(x, y) = Const. 
CASE 3. 
A(y) ~ O. 
C ~ - -1 .  
If K(y) =- O, then a(x,y) =_ O. Otherwise, B(y) = Then, K(y)(A(y)B'(y) - A'(y)B(y)) - O. 
kA(y), and so a(x,y) -- K(y)(A(y)x + kA(y)) -1. Thus, a(x,y) = R(y) / (ax + "7) for some 
a, ~ E C, R(y) e C(y).ax(x, y) = -aR(y) / (ax  + ~)2,au(x, y) = R'(y) / (ax + ~), and so the PDE 
gives the relation R(y) = -ay  +/3. Thus, a(x, y) = ( -ay  +/~)/(ax + ~/). Now it is easy to check 
that every such an a(x, y) satisfies the PDE. 
We should remark that in 2, we had to consider au(x, y) as a finite sum of terms of the form 
cA(y)/(A(y)x + B(y)), but the nonlinearity of the PDE implies that the sum contains a single 
term as we considered above. | 
REMARK 1. Another way of proving the lemma goes as follows. 
Let us write a(x, y) = R(x, y) / S(x, y) for a solution of the PDE, where R(x, y), S(x, y) e C[x, y] 
and where R(x, y) and S(x, y) are coprime. 
Then, as easily checked, the PDE and the division properties of the the ring of polynomials 
imply that R(x, y) = R(y) depends on y only and S(x, y) = S(x) depends on x only. Now the 
PDE implies the following relation: 
-Sx(x)  = R~(y). 
Thus, both Sx and R u are constants and the conclusion follows. | 
As remarked above, the result of the lemma is probably known to experts, although the author 
was not able to find an appropriate reference. 
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